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Hittpera 

"Hit the Dance Floor"

Hittpera is always bustling with a buoyant crowd tapping their feet to

groovy DJ music. With a dim ambience, psychedelic lighting, and a bar

counter displaying retro fashions, this late-night club is a hipster's and

fashionista's haven. Listen to the latest gigs in Turkish Pop and dance

your worries away till 5a. This club frequently hosts events such as talent

spotting and couple's theme nights. It especially comes alive during

festive occasions such as New Year's Eve and Halloween. Between

dances, do not miss their bartender's take on classic cocktails.

 +90 5365941139  hittpera.com/  info@hittpera.com  Meşrutiyet Caddesi No:

89/A, Pera Palas Oteli Karşısı,

Istanbul
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360 Istanbul 

"Panoramic Dining Experience"

Set atop a 19th Century residential building, 360 Istanbul features

stunning 360 degree vistas of the city. Open throughout the day, it is only

when the sun goes down that the place truly starts to heat up. Indulge in a

drink from their innovative cocktail list or sip on an international wine to

complement the global cuisine. Stick to Turkish specialties or opt for

sushi, or pick from contemporary dishes like Prawns in a Jar with Lemon

Grass or Bollywood Chicken. Mood-enhancing beats by DJs and live

musicians set the tone for the night, with house music and R&B

dominating the scene. The intimate setting coupled with views of the city

skyline and the Sea of Marmara exude a romantic and mystical aura.

 +90 212 251 1042  www.360istanbul.com/en

g/

 360istanbul@360istanbul.c

om

 Istiklal Caddesi 163, Mısır

Apartmanı, Istanbul
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Nomads Istanbul 

"Sophisticated Nightspot"

Enjoy a contemporary dinner out on Nomads' breezy patio and stay on as

the hip establishment metamorphoses into a happening nightclub. DJ

Jimmy Jazz ups the tempo with eclectic beats while the impressive belly

dancing troupe keeps you entertained. Numerous Moroccan lamps form

the backdrop of the extensive bar that features exotic and inventive

cocktails and spirits. The decor of dazzling chandeliers, Turkish accents

atop authentic carpets make for a mystical setting, synonymous with

glamorous Middle Eastern oasis.

 +90 212 258 0777

(Reservations)

 www.nomads.com.tr  istanbul@nomads.nl  Muallim Naci Caddesi 65,

Istanbul
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Sortie 

"Classy Evenings In Istanbul"

One of the best clubs in town, Sortie promises to maximize your nightlife

experience. Select your poison from the bar and soak in the luxurious

ambiance indoors or out on the open-air deck. The elegant and chic decor

is the epitome of glam. Popular DJs and live musicians have graced the

music scene. The glass facades are windows to panoramic views of

Istanbul. City lights across the bank, the dazzling luminescence of the

Bosphorus Bridge and the strait beneath paint a spectacular visual

memory.

 +90 212 327 8585  www.sortie.com.tr  sortie@sortie.com.tr  Muallim Naci Caddesi 141,

Istanbul
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